
1,5-seater armrest left-1,5-seater without armrests-longchair armrest right large in leather Nature cognac (1,5AL-1,5oA-LARbig)

1,5-seater armrest left medium-1,5-seater without  
armrests medium-corner element right medium in 
Onyx graphite (1,5ALmed-1,5oAmed-UBERmed)

Model Empire
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Product and ordering information

Model available in price groups 6, decorative fabric (PG 6), 8, 10, D, H, J, M and X -
For choice of fabrics and leathers please refer to our latest fabric/leather collection

STRUCTURE:
Frame: Load-bearing parts of the frame made of solid wood and wood-based materials, surfaces lined with padded cardboard.
Seat: Spring system with permanently elastic steel sinuous springs and upper-side cover.

Upholstery - Soft: PUR foam seat (min. RG 35). Seat covered with cotton wadding. 

The upholstery will adjust to the shape of the body and the firmness of the seat will give a little bit. Minor differences in seat firmness with add-on units are design-based 
and are therefore not a cause for complaint.

Back: Back made from ergonomically shaped foam (at least RG 25). Cover made of cotton wadding.

FUNCTIONS: Without relax function - manual head section adjustment
Manual relax function and manual head section adjustment  - available at a surcharge
Semi-motorised relax function - motorised relax function and manual head section adjustment  - available at a surcharge
Motorised relax function and motorised head section adjustment  - available at a surcharge

Manual relax function can only be combined with model types with a seat frame of 63 / 74 / 82  Semi-motorised and motorised relax function for  SR 63 / 74 / 82 / 89 / 102 / 120
Pulling on the loop attached on the side The elements are equipped with a Soft Touch Control switch. The switch is located on the inside of the armrest 
adjusts the seat and back. (for elements with armrest) and on the left side (for elements without armrest), concealed on the side of the seat cushion. 
The head section can be adjusted separately. Operating instructions are included with the furniture.

ACCESSORIES: Cushion (approx. 40x40 cm), cushion (approx. 50x50 cm), cushion (approx. 60x60 cm) - ONLY available at a surcharge
lower back cushion (approx. 53 / 64 / 72 / 79 / 92 / 110 x 25 cm) -  ONLY available at a surcharge
Model can ONLY be ordered single-coloured.

Decorative fabric: The decorative fabric is only available for lower back cushions and  the cushion and is not produced in 
a repeating pattern.  

Leather: Please note that the appearance of the stitchings in leather at the head- and back part may vary
 between the elements depending on the seat frame (see picture)

Legs: Metal leg 173 Metal skid, matt chrome - at a surcharge Wooden leg 183
Metal skid, matt black  available wood tones according to our wood colour 

sample card including the special wood tone oiled oak
The wooden leg in oiled oak is only available at a surcharge!

OTHER: Due to the design, height differences of 1 to 2 cm may occur with combinations ordered with a mixture of "without function / with function".
Please note, that the load limit for the model types 1,5-Seater maxi (SR 102), 1,5-Seater large (SR 89), 1,5-Seater (SR 82), 1,5-Seater medium (SR 74) 
and 1-Seater (SR 63) is 130 kg per Seat. The model type 1,5-Seater XL (SR 120) can be loaded with up to 220 kg per seat.
All materials used meet the requirements of the DGM according to RAL GZ 430.  
The appearance of the stitching may vary depending on the fabric, leather and artificial leather used. The definition of quilted mats and cushions depend
on the design and structure. The appearance of decorative, fell and double seams may vary depending on the fabric, leather and artificial leather used.

Suites are standardly delivered with the back covered in the chosen fabric. All material-related information can be found on the back refer to our
of the individual fabrics and leathers in our fabric and leather samplers. 

All dimensions stated in the price list are approximate dimensions in centimetres, determined according to standard measuring method (s. RAL-GZ 430) and in new and unused condition.
Please note that in case of very light upholstery especially the seat height and seat depth can be discerned during the course of use to the dimensions mentioned.
We reserve the right to make changes in shape, colour and design within the scope of technical progress. Please always order from left to right as standing in front of the suite.

WEEE-Reg.-Nr. DE 22661937

Model Empire

 Soft and loose upholstery where the covers exhibit a pronounced wave pattern as well as seat imprints purposefully based on the design and structure 

In conjunction with 
the metal skid, the 
metal leg is used for 
the corner 
elements, long chair 
and angular corner 
element, large!

Upholstery - 
Spring core: Spring core seat made of drawn spring steel wire (except for stool). Seat covered with fabric wadding, PUR foam (min. RG 35) and cotton wadding.

For seat frames
63/74/82/89 no 

separation of leather at 
the front

The leather 
separation only 
applies to the seat 
frames 102+120
Simple closing seams
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Dimensions approx. cm Please note:
Height 85 - 105 All elements have 4 legs and can be combined together.
Depth (with relax function) 111 (-175) Note: Elements are not upholstered on the side and can therefore not be placed separately.
Seat height 47
Seat depth (with relax function) 57 (-106)

without relax function - with manual head section adjustment - fixed seat 

Individual types with seat frame 120 cm Individual types with seat frame 102 cm

164 cm 142 cm 142 cm 120 cm 124 cm 124 cm 102 cm

4958 4957 4959 4956 4941 4943 4940

Price group 6
Price group 8
Price group 10
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

Individual types with seat frame 89 cm Individual types with seat frame 82 cm

111 cm 111 cm 89 cm 126 cm 104 cm 104 cm 82 cm

4973 4975 4972 4594 4593 4595 4592

Price group 6
Price group 8
Price group 10
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

without cushions without cushions without cushionswithout cushions without cushions without cushions without cushions

1.5-seater without armrests

At a surcharge, also 
available with semi-

motorised or motorised 
relax function

At a surcharge, also 
available with semi-

motorised or motorised 
relax function

At a surcharge, also 
available with semi-

motorised or motorised 
relax function

At a surcharge, also 
available with semi-

motorised or motorised 
relax function

At a surcharge, also 
available with semi-

motorised or motorised 
relax function

At a surcharge, also 
available with semi-

motorised or motorised 
relax function

At a surcharge, also 
available with semi-

motorised or motorised 
relax function

1,5AR 1,5oA

1,5-Sitzer Armlehne links 
groß

1,5-Sitzer Armlehne rechts 
groß

1,5-Sitzer ohne Armlehnen 
groß

1.5-seater with 2 armrests 1.5-seater armrest left 1.5-seater armrest right

1,5oAgroß 1,5ALR 1,5AL

without cushions without cushions without cushionswithout cushions

Prices in Euro EKNN 1,5ALgroß 1,5ARgroß

without cushions without cushions without cushions

1.5-seater armrest left maxi
1.5-seater armrest right 

maxi
1.5-seater without armrests 

maxi

At a surcharge, also 
available with semi-

motorised or motorised 
relax function

At a surcharge, also 
available with semi-

motorised or motorised 
relax function

At a surcharge, also 
available with semi-

motorised or motorised 
relax function

At a surcharge, also 
available with semi-

motorised or motorised 
relax function

At a surcharge, also 
available with semi-

motorised or motorised 
relax function

At a surcharge, also 
available with semi-

motorised or motorised 
relax function

At a surcharge, also 
available with semi-

motorised or motorised 
relax function

1.5-seater without armrests 
XL

1.5-seater with 2 armrests 
XL

1.5-seater armrest left XL 1.5-seater armrest right XL

Model Empire

Prices in Euro EKNN 1,5ALR XL 1,5AL XL 1,5AR XL 1,5oA XL 1,5oAmaxi1,5ALmaxi 1,5ARmaxi
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Dimensions approx. cm Please note:
Height 85 - 105 All elements have 4 legs and can be combined together.
Depth (with relax function) 111 (-175) Note: Elements are not upholstered on the side and can therefore not be placed separately.
Seat height 47
Seat depth (with relax function) 57 (-106)

Individual types with seat frame 74 cm without relax function - with manual head section adjustment - fixed seat

118 cm 96 cm 96 cm 74 cm

4578 4577 4579 4576

Price group 6
Price group 8
Price group 10
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

Individual types with seat frame 63 cm

107 cm 85 cm 85 cm 63 cm

4562 4561 4563 4560

Price group 6
Price group 8
Price group 10
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

without cushions without cushions without cushions without cushions

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relax function

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relax function

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relaxing function

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relax function

1-Seater with 2 armrests 1-Seater armrest left 1-Seater armrest right 1-Seater without armrests

Prices in Euro EKNN 1ALR 1AL 1AR 1oA

without cushions without cushions without cushions without cushions

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relax function

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relax function

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relaxing function

At a surcharge, also 
available with manual, 

semi-motorised or 
motorised relax function

1.5-seater with 2 armrests 
medium

1.5-seater armrest left 
medium

1.5-seater armrest right 
medium

1.5-seater without armrests 
medium

Model Empire

Prices in Euro EKNN 1,5ALR medium 1,5AL medium 1,5AR medium 1,5oA medium
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Dimensions approx. cm
Height 85 - 105
Depth (with relax function) 111 (-175)
Seat height 47
Seat depth (with relax function) 57 (-106)

Model types - Basic elements - NO relax function possible

96 x 180 cm 96 x 180 cm 104 x 180 cm 104 x 180 cm 142 x 180 cm 142 x 180 cm

7121 7123 7921 7923 7098 7099

Price group 6
Price group 8
Price group 10
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

111 x 220 cm 111 x 220 cm 111 x 240 cm 111 x 240 cm 117 cm

7291 7293 7111 7113 7110

Price group 6
Price group 8
Price group 10
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J
Price group M
Price group X

No function possible

Without cushions without cushions without cushions without cushions without cushions

Angular corner element, 
large

No function possible No function possible No function possible No function possible

Medium corner element, 
left

Medium corner element, 
right

Corner element, left Corner element, right

Prices in Euro EKNN UBELmed UBERmed UBEL UBER Angular corner 
element, large

No function possible

Without cushions without cushions without cushions without cushions without cushions without cushions

No function possible No function possible No function possible No function possible No function possible

Long chair armrest right, 
large

Long chair armrest left, XL Long chair armrest right, XLLong chair armrest left Long chair armrest right
Long chair armrest left, 

large

Model Empire

Prices in Euro EKNN LAL LAR LALgroß LARgroß LAL XL LAR XL
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Dimensions approx. cm
Height 85 - 105
Depth (with relax function) 111 (-175)
Seat height 47
Seat depth (with relax function) 57 (-106)

Model types - individual types

7854 7853 7804 7805 7806 9295

Price group 6
decorative fabric (PG 6) - -
Price group 8
Price group 10
decorative fabric (PG 10) - -
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J 
Price group M
Price group X

7644 7645 7646 7647 7649 7689

Price group 6
decorative fabric (PG 6)
Price group 8
Price group 10
decorative fabric (PG 10)
Price group D
Price group H
Price group J 
Price group M
Price group X

surcharge per element

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

except the elements 
1,5oA, 1,5oAmed and 1oA, 

as these types have no 
legs

for 1.5 seater XL
+ long chair, large

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

for 1-seater, corner piece 
+ angular corner element, 

large

for 1.5 seater medium, 
long chair + corner 

element

for 1.5 seater 
+ long chair, large

for 1.5 seater large
+ long chair, large

for 1.5 seater maxi
+ long chair, large

ONLY available at a 
surcharge

"Attention! For the types 
longchair and longchair 

groß this surcharge has to 
be calculated twice"

Prices in Euro  EKNN
Lower back cushion 

(SR 63)
-53 x 25-

Lower back cushion 
(SR 74)

-64 x 25-

Lower back cushion 
(SR 82)

-72 x 25-

Lower back cushion 
(SR 89)

-79 x 25-

Lower back cushion 
(SR 102)
-92 x 25-

Lower back cushion 
(SR 120)

-110 x 25-

Wooden leg oiled 
oak

without cushions without cushions
ONLY available at a 

surcharge
ONLY available at a 

surcharge

Surcharge per skid
Stool with dimensions

-75 x 75-

Large stool with 
dimensions
-110 x 65-

Cushion Cushion Cushion Cushion

Model Empire

Prices in Euro  EKNN Stool 
-75 x 75-

Stool bench
-110 x 65-

Cushion                               
-40 x 40-

Cushion                               
-50 x 50-

Cushion                               
-60 x 60-

Cushion                               
-60 x 40-

Surcharge for metal 
skid, matte chrome
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Dimensions approx. cm
Height 85 - 105
Depth (with relax function) 111 (-175)
Seat height 47
Seat depth (with relax function) 57 (-106)

SURCHARGES FOR FUNCTIONS

all price groups

Surcharge per seat Surcharge per seat Surcharge per seat Surcharge per seat Surcharge per seat

Manual relax function and manual 
head section adjustment

Motorised relax function and manual 
head section adjustment

Motorised relax function and manual 
head section adjustment

Motorised relax function and 
motorised head section adjustment

Motorised relax function and 
motorised head section adjustment

Model Empire

Prices  in Euro EKNN Manual relax function ONLY 
for SR 63 / 74 / 82

Semi-motorised relax 
function 

for SR 63 / 74 / 82

Semi-motorised relax 
function 

for SR 89 / 102 / 120

Motorised 
relax function

for SR 63 / 74 / 82

Motorised 
relax function

for SR 89 / 102 / 120
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Dimensions approx. cm
Height 85 - 105
Depth (with relax function) 111 (-175)
Seat height 47
Seat depth (with relax function) 57 (-106)

Modelltypen - mögliche Zusammenstellungen (Auszug)

192 cm 208 cm 290 x 180 cm 180 x 290 cm 281 x 220 cm 220 x 281 cm

8792 8791 8793 8794 8881 8882

Preisgruppe 6 -                            -                            -                            -                            -                        -                        
Preisgruppe 8 -                            -                            -                            -                            -                        -                        
Preisgruppe 10 -                            -                            -                            -                            -                        -                        
Preisgruppe D -                            -                            -                            -                            -                        -                        
Preisgruppe H -                            -                            -                            -                            -                        -                        
Preisgruppe J -                            -                            -                            -                            -                        -                        
Preisgruppe M -                            -                            -                            -                            -                        -                        
Preisgruppe X -                            -                            -                            -                            -                        -                        

ohne Kissen ohne Kissenohne Kissen ohne Kissen ohne Kissen ohne Kissen

Umbauecke links 
medium -1,5-Sitzer ohne 

Armlehnen medium - 
1,5-Sitzer Armlehne 

rechts medium 

gegen Aufpreis auch mit 
manueller, teilmotorischer 

oder motorischer 
Relaxfunktion lieferbar

gegen Aufpreis auch mit 
manueller, teilmotorischer 

oder motorischer 
Relaxfunktion lieferbar

gegen Aufpreis auch mit 
manueller, teilmotorischer 

oder motorischer 
Relaxfunktion lieferbar

gegen Aufpreis auch mit 
manueller, teilmotorischer 

oder motorischer 
Relaxfunktion lieferbar

gegen Aufpreis auch mit 
manueller, teilmotorischer 

oder motorischer 
Relaxfunktion lieferbar

gegen Aufpreis auch mit 
manueller, teilmotorischer 

oder motorischer 
Relaxfunktion lieferbar

1,5-Sitzer Armlehne links 
medium - 1,5-Sitzer Armlehne 

rechts medium

1,5-Sitzer Armlehne links - 
1,5-Sitzer  Armlehne rechts 

1,5-Sitzer Armlehne links - 
1,5-Sitzer ohne Armlehnen - 
Longchair Armlehne rechts 

groß

Longchair Armlehne links 
groß -1,5-Sitzer ohne 

Armlehnen - 1,5-Sitzer 
Armlehne rechts 

1,5-Sitzer Armlehne 
links medium - 

1,5-Sitzer ohne Armlehnen 
medium - 

Umbauecke rechts 
medium

Model Empire

Preise in Euro EKNN 1,5ALmed-1,5ARmed 1,5AL-1,5AR 1,5AL-1,5oA-LARgroß LALgroß-1,5oA-1,5AR 1,5ALmed-
1,5oAmed-UBERmed

UBELmed-1,5oAmed-
1,5ARmed
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